Notes !! (Package tour to Takayama and Shirakawago from Kyoto)
- Departure time from Kyoto (Takeda Station) to Takayama is 10:00 am.
- Please arrive at the bus stop at least 10 minutes before as the bus departs according
to the schedule sharply.(The bus can be delayed due to unexpected traffic.)
- The bus between Kyoto and Takayama is operated by CHUO KOTSU BUS.
- We do not provide tour conductor for the bus journey between Kyoto and Takayama.
- Please print this maps (with pictures) for your easy reference.
- There is no bus ticket. Please inform the driver your name and you can get on the bus.
- The deposit including the bus fee is non-refundable if the customers are late due to
personal reason.
One more step for your trip
- Please be advised to arrive earlier to locate the bus meeting point.
- Emergency contact number : 0577-62-9545 / 080-3682-4036
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Direction for the Bus Stop in Kyoto
Takeda Station

From Bus stops in Takayama

Bus stop is NOT at Kyoto Station.
From Kyoto Station, Please take the
subway “Karasuma line” and get off at
Takeda Stataion (end point).
Fare from Kyoto sta. : 260JPY
Time : 7min.
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Bus stop A is for the bus between Takayama
and Osaka/Kyoto. You will arrivie at this bus
stop, then please walk to your
accommodation from here.
Departure time to Osaka/Kyoto from this bus
stop is 14:40. Please come to this bus stop by
14:30.
Bus stop B is for Shirakawa-go Tour. Please
come to this bus stop by 8:00 for Morning Tour
or 13:10 for Afternoon Tour.

Direction for the bus stop in Kyoto
Takeda Station

Expressway

Chuo Kotsu Bus Stop

Exit 4
Walk under the expressway
You will soon arrive at the bus stop

This is the bus stop

Across the street

Walk about 25 meters under the expressway

